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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0608520A1] The invention relates to an engine brake in a 4-stroke internal combustion engine of a commercial vehicle. For this purpose
a control hydraulics system is provided with a control pump (2) designed in the nature of an injection pump, the number of delivery outlets of
which, corresponding to the number of engine cylinders (Z1 - Zn), are each successively connected by way of a control pressure line (S1 - Sn) to a
hydromechanical actuating device (3), bringing about the opening, for braking, of the connected exhaust valve (A1 - An) of that engine cylinder (Z1
- Zn) which within the given firing order is staggered in relation to the start of injection by at least one angular ignition interval. In addition the control
pump (2), with its delivery elements and in regard to the delivery pressure, is designed so that during braking and making full use of a delivery
stroke, the pressure medium delivered opens the respectively actuated exhaust valve (A1 - An) prior to compression close to bottom dead centre in
the 4-stroke engine cycle, keeps it open during the subsequent compression cycle almost to ignition tdc and then closes it again. <IMAGE>
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